
STAAR 2.0 Instructional Connections 

© lead4ward 

This resource was created to help educators see the connections between lead4ward’s instructional tools and STAAR 2.0. The redesigned state assessment aligns 
with high‐quality classroom instruction, focusing on engagement, critical thinking, and multiple ways of assessing learning. 

Instructional Priorities 
In analyzing both highly successful instruction and the STAAR redesign, three instructional priorities emerged.  

Since lead4ward’s think it up questions, thinking stems, and instructional strategies playlist align with the instructional priorities, using these instructional tools 
to plan instruction will help teachers and students prepare for STAAR 2.0. 

The following pages showcase each instructional priority and its connection to lead4ward resources: 

• Think It Up Questions | Thinking Stems – Specific think it up questions have been developed to align with each instructional priority. When teachers ask
these questions during instruction, we encourage students to use the thinking stems resource to frame their responses, talk with a friend, and then
capture their ideas in writing.

• STAAR 2.0 Connections – STAAR 2.0 item types are aligned with each instructional priority. Depending on how the questions are structured, many
STAAR item types can be aligned to more than one priority.

• Strategies Playlist Connections – While playlist strategies can align to multiple instructional priorities, we have highlighted a few to help teachers begin
planning instruction with STAAR 2.0 in mind.

HIGH‐QUALITY INSTRUCTION
Students comprehend, connect, and communicate content  

deeply when provided opportunities to ...

make and justify choices create and use stimuli think, talk, write
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Make and Justify Choices 
Think It Up Questions | Thinking Stems 
Analyze  Analyze answer choices; which can you justify is most supported?   Generalize  How can you justify your generalizations about _______? 

Apply  How can you apply what you know and justify your response?  Infer  What can you infer about _______, and what evidence supports this inference? 

Cause & Effect  How could you justify a cause/effect relationship with this concept?  Justify  How would you justify multiple correct responses? 

Compare, Classify  How can you justify similarities and differences between ____ and ____?  Make Connections  How can you justify the connections between words, visuals, and questions? 

Create/Represent  What details can you justify should be included in a visual representation?  Predict  What evidence supports a potential learning mistake one might make? 

Draw Conclusions  How will you justify the conclusions you have drawn about this content?  Sequence & Order  Sequence words or visuals in some way; what’s the justification of your order? 

Evaluate  Evaluate responses; which can you justify is most supported?  Summarize  How would you summarize _______ with support and evidence? 

Encourage students to use lead4ward’s Thinking Stems to frame responses to these Think It Up Questions! 

STAAR 2.0 Connections 
Drag and Drop  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Inline Choice  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Multipart  Math  RLA  Sci  SS 
Student selects and drags text or an object to a different location  Student chooses from a dropdown list of options  Student provides a response and a justification for the response 

Hot Spot  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Match Table Grid  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Multiselect  Math RLA Sci SS 
Student selects one or more areas of a graphic image  Student matches information presented in a table to the correct response  Student selects more than one correct response 

Instructional Strategies Playlist 
Movement and Discourse Rehearsal and Practice Extending Thinking Learning from Mistakes Evidence of Learning 

Musical Mix‐Freeze‐Group 

Rise & Shine 

Other Ideas: 

Play It – Say It 

Word Whack 

Other Ideas: 

Card Sort 

Justified List 

Other Ideas: 

IQ Slap Down 

Pick Up the Slip Up 

Other Ideas: 

Connect 4 Thinking 

Total Recall 

Other Ideas: 
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Create and Use Stimuli 
Think It Up Questions | Thinking Stems 
Analyze  Analyze a visual; if it could talk, what would it tell you?  Generalize  What generalizations can you make about a variety of visuals? 

Apply  What other visual stimuli could apply to this content?  Infer  Based on the details in this visual, what inferences can you make? 

Cause & Effect  If the question changed, what effect would it have on the visual?  Justify  How can you justify that a variety of visuals can represent the same content? 

Compare, Classify  Compare/classify a variety of visuals; similarities? differences?  Make Connections  What connections can you make between a variety of visuals? 

Create/Represent  What visuals could you create to represent your understanding?  Predict  Predict which visual stimuli is most complex; what’s your justification? 

Draw Conclusions  What conclusions can you draw about a variety of stimuli?  Sequence & Order  How would you sequence visuals by rank, importance, or understanding? 

Evaluate  What are the most important components of this visual?  Summarize  How would you summarize the connection between visuals and content? 

Encourage students to use lead4ward’s Thinking Stems to frame responses to these Think It Up Questions! 

STAAR 2.0 Connections 
Drag and Drop  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Hot Spot  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Multipart   Math  RLA  Sci  SS 
Student selects and drags text or an object to a different location  Student selects one or more areas of a graphic image  (if there are visual stimuli in the item) 

Student provides a response and a justification for the response 

Equation Editor  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Hot Text  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Multiselect  Math RLA Sci SS 
Student enters an equation, inequalities, or expression  Student highlights text from a given passage  (if there are visual stimuli in the item) 

Student selects more than one correct response 

Fraction Model   Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Inline Choice  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Number Line  Math RLA Sci SS 
Student represents a fraction by dividing an object into the correct 
number of sections 

(if there are visual stimuli in the item) 
Student chooses from a dropdown list of options 

Student selects a point, an open or closed circle, and a direction arrow to 
demonstrate a solution set on a number line 

Graphing  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Match Table Grid  Math  RLA  Sci  SS 
Student graphs their responses, including bar graphs, point graphs, 
function graphs, and solution sets 

(if there are visual stimuli in the item) 
Student matches information presented in a table to the correct response 

Instructional Strategies Playlist 
Movement and Discourse Rehearsal and Practice Extending Thinking Learning from Mistakes Evidence of Learning 

Choose and Chat 

Pair‐SQUARE‐Share 

Other Ideas: 

Fact or Fib Showdown 

Mystery Sequence/Re‐sequence 

Other Ideas: 

Compare/Contrast 

Odd One Out 

Other Ideas: 

Focused Listing 

Make the Case 

Other Ideas: 

Show and Tell and Teach 

Tabletop Tweet 

Other Ideas: 
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Think, Talk, Write 
Think It Up Questions | Thinking Stems 
Analyze  What are the most important words, visuals, and ideas?  Generalize  What generalizations can you make about this concept? 

Apply  How could this concept be applied in other assessment situations?  Infer  What inferences can be made about potential learning mistakes? 

Cause & Effect  What are the causes/effects associated with this concept?  Justify  How can you justify more than one correct response? 

Compare, Classify  What are the similarities/differences between _______ and _______?  Make Connections  What connections can you make between words, visuals, and texts? 

Create/Represent  What response or visual could you create to represent this concept?  Predict  What can you predict about how this concept might be tested? 

Draw Conclusions  What conclusions can you draw about this concept?  Sequence & Order  How would you sequence these questions from most complex to least complex? 

Evaluate  What are the most important words, visuals, or ideas?  Summarize  How would you summarize this concept? 

Encourage students to use lead4ward’s Thinking Stems to frame responses to these Think It Up Questions! 

STAAR 2.0 Connections 
Equation Editor  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Graphing  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Number Line  Math  RLA  Sci  SS 
Student enters an equation, inequalities, or expression  Student graphs their responses, including bar graphs, point graphs, 

function graphs, and solution sets 
Student selects a point, an open or closed circle, and a direction arrow to 
demonstrate a solution set on a number line 

Extended Constructed Response  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Hot Text  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Short Constructed Response  Math RLA Sci SS 
Student writes an in‐depth response by explaining, analyzing, and 
evaluating information provided in a reading selection or stimulus 

Student highlights text from a given passage  Student provides a written response (e.g., one or more sentences) 

Fraction Model  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Multipart  Math  RLA  Sci  SS  Text Entry  Math RLA Sci SS 
Student represents a fraction by dividing an object into the correct 
number of sections 

(if there are visual stimuli in the item) 
Student provides a response and a justification for the response 

Student enters a numeric quantity, a word, or a phrase 

Instructional Strategies Playlist 
Movement and Discourse Rehearsal and Practice Extending Thinking Learning from Mistakes Evidence of Learning 

Notable Quotables 

Think and Throw 

Other Ideas: 

Stop, Plop, and Roll 

Vocabulary Pyramid 

Other Ideas: 

Connect the Dots 

Idea Shuffle 

Other Ideas: 

Presto‐Chango! 

Rock and Roll Item Review 

Other Ideas: 

One Minute Paper 

3‐2‐1 Summary 

Other Ideas: 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Multiselect 

Description: Student can select more 
than one correct answer from a set of 
possible answers. Student will not be 
allowed to select more than the 
specified number of correct answers 
asked for within an individual question. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 3-8 5, 8 8 

Alg I 
Eng I 
Eng II 

Bio USH 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Because they cover more 
than SE and more than
one idea from a text, 
multiselect items can be 
used to replace multiple 
MC items in a test. 

• This item type can help
avoid the 
oversimplification of 
certain concepts in the 
classroom (e.g., it can
highlight the fact that 
authors often cover more 
than one theme in a 
single piece of writing. 

• Require students to 
demonstrate greater 
depth of understanding 
by selecting multiple 
correct answers to a 
question. 

• By correctly responding to 
this item, the student 
demonstrates a thorough
understanding of key 
ideas presented in two 
different texts and how
they connect across the 
texts. 

RLA – Grade 6 

SS – Grade 8 

Math – Algebra I 

Science - Biology 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Multipart 

Description: Student responds to a two-
part question where parts A and B are 
scored separately. In many cases. part B 
asks the student to give evidence or 
explain their thinking for their answer to 
part A. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 5, 8 8 

Eng I 
Eng II 

Bio USH 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Multipart items require a 
deeper 
analysis/understanding of
text. 

• These items can highlight 
the importance of 
metacognition in reading.

• The appropriate 
identification of textual 
evidence demonstrates a 
thorough understanding 
of the source text. 

• Part B can come in the 
form of selecting from
predetermined options, a 
constructed response, or
text entry. 

RLA – Grade 5 SS – Grade 8 

Science – Grade 8 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Drag and Drop 

Description: Student evaluates a given 
number of options (words, numbers, 
symbols, etc.) and chooses which 
response(s) to drag to a given area 
(diagram, map, chart, etc.). 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 5, 8 8 

Alg I Bio USH 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• For this item type, a 
student must match one 
set of elements to 
another by dragging and
dropping. 

• Allows a greater range of
responses. 

• Can take on several 
different forms … student 
could be asked to move 
an answer into a box that 
is in a sentence, a table or
a graphic organizer. 

Math – Grade 5 

Social Studies – Grade 8 

Science – Grade 5 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Hot Spot 

Description: Student responds by 
selecting one or more specific areas of a 
graphic. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 5, 8 8 

Alg I Bio USH 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Hot-spot items ask 
students to select one or
more specific areas of a 
graphic as their response. 

• Can be used with a wide 
variety of stimuli and 
information to engage 
students in higher level 
thinking. 

• Can ask students to locate 
and cite evidence that 
supports a question
response. 

• Can be used across
disciplines with photos, 
charts, graphs, diagrams, 
maps, political cartoons, 
etc. 

Math – Grade 7 

Science – Grade 5 

Social Studies – Grade 8 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Match Table Grid 

Description: Student matches 
statements or objects to different 
categories presented in a table grid. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

6-8 8 8 

Alg I 
Eng I 
Eng II 

USH 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Allows students to 
demonstrate their 
comprehension of text or 
mathematical problem-
solving 

Math – Algebra I 

RLA – English I 

SS  – Grade 8 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Inline Choice 

Description: Student selects the correct 
answer(s) from one or more drop-down 
menu(s). 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 3-8 8 

Alg I 
Eng I 
Eng II 

USH 

NOTE: In TEA’s New Question Types 
Summary Document, Inline Choice is 
noted as a possible item type for RLA. 
However, in TEA’s RLA Scoring and 
Reporting Guide resource, Inline 
Choice is NOT included as a possible 
item type for RLA. 

Instructional Priorities 

✓ Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• These items ask a student 
to select the correct 
answer from a drop-down
menu for each blank.

• Can measure student 
analysis skills and
understanding of key 
terms, concepts, and
conceptual relationships 
in context. 

• Can be used across
disciplines with primary 
and secondary sources; 
reading passages; 
captions or headings for 
charts, graphs, diagrams, 
maps, political cartoons, 
etc. 

• There might be one drop-
down menu in an item, or
there might be multiple 
drop-down menus. 

SS  – Grade 8 

Math – Grade 4 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Text Entry 

Description: Student responds by typing 
a brief string of text such as a number, 
word, or phrase. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

6-8 6-8 8 

Alg I 
Eng I 
Eng II 

Bio 

NOTE: In TEA’s New Question Types 
Summary Document, Text Entry is 
noted as a possible item type for 
Math. However, in TEA’s Math 
Scoring and Reporting Guide 
resource, Text Entry is NOT included 
as a possible item type for Math. 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• For this item type, the 
student enters a brief 
string of text (a number, a 
word, a phrase). 

• Numeric text entry can
assess more aspects of an
SE as in these examples. 

• These item types would
replace the griddable 
items that are currently 
on STAAR 1.0. 

Science – Biology 

RLA – English I 
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https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/files/new-question-types-by-grade-and-content.pdf
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Hot Text 

Description: Student cites evidence by 
selecting highlighted text in a sentence, 
paragraph, or extended reading. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-5 8 

Eng I 
Eng II 

USH 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• These items ask students
to demonstrate 
understanding by citing 
evidence, either by 
selecting or by 
highlighting text in a 
sentence, paragraph, or
extended reading. 

• Can measure in-context 
analysis skills and
understanding of key 
terms, concepts, and
conceptual relationships.

• Can be used across
disciplines with primary 
sources, secondary 
sources, reading passages, 
etc. 

SS  – Grade 8 

RLA – Grade 3 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Short Constructed Response 

Description: Student gives a brief 
explanation in their own words to 
demonstrate their understanding of 
content. 

Point value: Short constructed responses 
are graded on a rubric equal to 2 points. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 5, 8 8 

Eng I 
Eng II 

Bio USH 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• For this item type, a 
student must give a brief 
explanation in his/her 
own words to 
demonstrate his/her 
understanding of content 
from the selection. The 
students can draw on a 
variety of content and
personal knowledge to 
demonstrate 
understanding. 

• To answer this question, 
the student must read
and analyze the source 
text, identify text 
evidence that supports 
his/her thinking, and
explain his/her 
understanding. 

• A student must write 
his/her own original 
response to a question
without the aid of
provided response 
options. 

• Can more accurately 
measure understanding of
content, critical thinking 
skills, and communication
skills. 

RLA – Grade 5 

SS  – Grade 8 

Science – Biology 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Extended Constructed 
Response 

Description: Student writes an in-depth 
response by explaining, analyzing, and 
evaluating information provided in a 
reading selection or stimulus. 

Point value: Extended constructed 
responses are graded on a rubric equal 
to 5 points. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 

Eng I 
Eng II 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• For this item type, a 
student must give a brief 
explanation in his/her 
own words to 
demonstrate his/her 
understanding of content 
from the selection. The 
students can draw on a 
variety of content and
personal knowledge to 
demonstrate 
understanding. 

• To answer this question, 
the student must read
and analyze the source 
text, identify text 
evidence that supports 
his/her thinking, and
explain his/her 
understanding. 

• A student must write 
his/her own original 
response to a question
without the aid of
provided response 
options. 

• Can more accurately 
measure understanding of
content, critical thinking 
skills, and communication
skills. 

The scoring model for this extended constructed response question is: 

• To obtain full credit (5 points), the student will correctly explain how the characterizations of Ashoke and Mrs.Lapidus contribute to the development of the 
plot, using supporting evidence from the article.

• To obtain partial credit (1-4 points), answers will vary.

• Students will receive 0 points if the response is incorrect, not passage based, or missing.

More information about constructed response questions, including rubrics and sample student responses,will be available in Fall 2022. 

RLA – English I 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Graphing 

Description: Student selects, points, 
draws lines, drags bar graphs, and 
performs other functions to 
independently create different types of 
graphs. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 

Alg I 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Graphing items can take a 
variety of forms: slider or
bar graphs, point graphs, 
line graphs, or solution
sets 

Math – Grade 6 

Math – Algebra I 
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Equation Editor 

Description: Student can write responses 
in the form of fractions, expressions, 
equations, or inequalities. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-8 

Alg I 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Engages students in
demonstrating their 
understanding of 
mathematical 
expressions.

• Similar to short 
constructed response 
items proposed for other 
content areas. 

Math – Grade 8 

16
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Fraction Model 

Description: Student represents a 
fraction by dividing an object into the 
correct number of sections to indicate 
the denominator and clicking to shade 
the appropriate number of sections to 
indicate the numerator. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

3-5 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Engages students in
demonstrating their 
understanding of fractions 

Math – Grade 4 

Math – Grade 3 

17
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Item Type Uses/Benefits Examples 

Number Line 

Description: Student selects a point, an 
open or closed circle, and a direction 
arrow to demonstrate a solution set on 
a number line. 

Point value: These questions can be 
worth a maximum of 2 points with the 
possibility of receiving 1 point for a 
partially correct response. 

Subject/Grade Level 

Math RLA Sci SS 

6-8 

Alg I 

Instructional Priorities 

Make and Justify Choices 

✓ Create and Use Stimuli 

✓ Think, Talk, Write 

See lead4ward’s STAAR 2.0 
Instructional Connections resource 
under the Instructional Tools tab at 
lead4ward Resources 

• Engages students in
demonstrating their 
understanding of number 
lines and numerical 
relationships 

Objectives for New Item Types 
• Engage students with a wide variety of interactive, high-interest items 

• Allow students to more actively demonstrate proficiency in the standard

• Assess more content in fewer items

• Assess different levels of thinking from students

• Provide teachers more specific, actionable data measuring student levels of understanding

• Positively impact instruction and student learning 

18
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Musical Mix-Freeze-Group
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Allow students to form brief partnerships to answer a question or complete a short task 
with a partner or triad.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. MIX: Play music while students MIX around the room.
2. FREEZE: Stop music and say, “FREEZE!”
3. GROUP: Say, “GROUP!” so students get a partner or triad close to them.
4. Teacher presents a Think It Up question, an assessment item, a vocabulary word, a visual, or a text.
5. Students work with their partner to answer the question, summarize the word, explain the visual, or summarize the text.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
7. Repeat 3-4 rounds with 3-4 different questions or words.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Role play appropriate mixing and ensure every student has a partner.
Allow students to preview the questions, provide an idea bank for open-ended questions, and provide response/thinking
stems.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• appropriate music, questions/words prepared for each round

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Evaluate which question was the most difficult and explain what you learned.
• Make an inference of how this information might be assessed on a test.

back
movement and discourse playlist
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Rise and Shine
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Allow students to get a partner based on common interests and then collaborate to 
answer a question or complete a task. 

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Student choose their favorite item from a list of four

numbered choices (4 candy bars, 4 soft drinks, 4 colors,
4 ice cream flavors, etc.). For example:

2. Students hold up the number of fingers representing
their favorite and then RISE to find one or two
students who have the same response.

3. Teacher poses a question, task, vocabulary word, visual, or text.
4. Student pairs or triads SHINE as they collaborate to offer solutions, descriptions, examples, or responses to text.
5. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Role play how to get into pairs/triads and ensure every student has a partner
Allow students to preview the question, task, or word; allow them to write the correct response before talking; and provide 
them with response/thinking stems.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• 4 numbered choices prepared; questions, tasks, or words prepared

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Predict how this concept might be assessed on a test.
• Draw a conclusion about why this concept is important.

back
movement and discourse playlist
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Play It – Say It!
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: Students infer which response best matches a prompt and justify their thinking.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into thinking partners.
2. Students create their own response cards and hold them in their hand like a set of playing cards. Examples:

• 5-7 important terms, concepts, names, events, formulas, systems, etc.
• Steps in a process (one step on each card)
• genres or genre demands

3. Teacher presents a statement and students match the statement to one of their cards
4. Teacher says, “1-2-3, PLAY IT!” and students slap down their response card.
5. Teacher then says, “SAY IT!” and students shout out their answer, all at the same time.
6. Students justify why they slapped down that card to their thinking partner.
7. Teacher sees and hears the students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Provide a handout with the response cards that students simply cut apart.
Ask students to “SAY IT!” in different voices: say it like a cowboy, say it like a football coach, whisper say it, etc.
Provide response cards already prepared, allow students to preview the concepts on the cards with a supportive peer/adult 
before strategy.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• index cards, statements or descriptions that correlate to the various response cards

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Sequence the response cards in order from the ideas you know best to those you know least. Get a friend to coach you on
the one you know least.

back
rehearsal and practice playlist
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Word Whack
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: Students complete a statement by choosing potential correct answers from a word bank.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Teacher develops a word bank from a targeted concept (subcluster).
2. Teacher then presents a sentence with a word missing.
3. From a word bank, students select a correct response and a distractor (answer that looks good, but is not the best), and they

write both selections on 2 different sticky notes.
4. Students trade their 2 notes with a thinking partner.
5. Students place the two notes their partner gave them on their desk.
6. At the teacher’s signal, “1-2-3 Word Whack!” students WHACK their hand on the answer they think is correct.
7. Students discuss their Word Whack with their thinking partner and are allowed to change their minds after their discussion.
8. Student partners then discuss why the other response is incorrect and the learning mistake it represents.
9. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play appropriate/inappropriate ways to whack the word cards to clarify behavior expectations.
Allow students to dictate responses to a scribe if necessary; provide cards with words already written; allow students to
review words in notes, journal, etc. prior to participating; allow students to use vocabulary journal if they need assistance or
reminders.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• note cards, sticky notes, or notebook paper cut into rectangles
• sentence with a word missing

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Select a different incorrect response and make an inference about why a student might mistakenly choose it and the
mistake it represents.

• Develop another written sentence using the correct word/phrase in a new context.

back
rehearsal and practice playlist
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Justified List
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Select examples of a concept from both positive and negative exemplars, then justify your 
thinking.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Provide students with a question stem and written or visual examples/non-examples, such as:

• Science: Which of the following can you justify is a mixture?
• Math: Which of the following equations can you justify as examples of positive slope?
• Social Studies: Which of the following can you justify as causes of the Civil War?
• Reading: Which of the following statements can you justify as inferences?

2. Students are provided a list of examples and non-examples associated with the question,
including both text and visuals as appropriate.

3. Students check positive examples and justify response.
4. Students write the rule that reflects the common attributes of positive examples.
5. Using Musical Mix-Freeze-Group, students share/compare responses with a peer.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Practice with snack example before using with content.
Allow a variety of responses, as long as they are justified.
Provide 1 positive and 1 negative example to launch thinking; allow students to work with a supportive adult/peer.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Justified List handout (copied or projected), notebook paper (if handout is projected for students’ responses)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Compare/Contrast your response to peer’s and revise your list as you see fit.
• Create/Develop two more positive examples.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

(adapted from Keeley’s Science 
Formative Assessment)

back
extending thinking playlist
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Card Sort
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Make connections by classifying/categorizing important terms, concepts, visuals, manipulatives, 
or assessment items.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Students are given (or create) a set of cards reflecting various terms, concepts, visuals, genre demands, or assessment items.

(Manipulatives can also be sorted.)
2. Students work cooperatively to sort the cards into various categories such as the following:

• + (know it) ü (kind of know it) – (don’t know it)
• Always true Sometimes true Never true
• Closed Sort: teacher provides content/concept categories
• Open Sort: students create their own categories

3. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Time Saver: students use post-its or note cards to create their own card set.
Quickcheck: use at the beginning, during, and end of a unit to monitor progress.
Intervention: use individual student card sorts to determine which concepts are best for small group intervention and which
are best for whole class review.
Provide visuals, descriptions, and/or anchor charts for each word/concept; partner with a supportive peer; allow peer to read
text aloud.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• set of cards or manipulatives to sort

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Sequence the cards from those you know best to those you know least.
• What generalization can you make about all the cards?

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
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Investigating the Question 
(IQ) Slap Down Game

PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Analyze or practice assessment items by determining the worst answer, the distractor, and 
the correct answer through a slap down game.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Provide students with an assessment question. (Assessment questions may be traditional multiple choice or a STAAR 2.0

items.)
2. Organize students into thinking partners and each creates a set of response cards based on the type of question:

• multiple choice: create A-B-C-D cards
• drag and drop: create cards with drag options
• inline choice: create cards with the inline response choices

• hot spot: create cards over the hot spot options
• multipart: create A-B-C-D cards
• multiselect: create answer cards

3. Provide students with a multiple-choice assessment question.
4. Round 1: At teacher’s signal, students slap down the WORST answer: justify with partner; pick card up; teacher clarifies.
5. Round 2: At teacher’s signal, students slap down the DISTRACTOR: justify with partner; pick card up; teacher clarifies.
6. Round 3: At teacher’s signal, students slap down the CORRECT answer: justify with partner; pick card up; teacher clarifies.
7. Teacher sees and hears student’s thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
8. Students summarize what they learned in writing and note how to avoid those mistakes in the future.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play cards being held in student’s hand and appropriate way to slap down the answer.
Explain a distractor may represent a partially correct response or a common error.
Allow students to preview the question with a supportive adult; partner with a supportive peer/adult; allow use of notes, 
anchor charts, or vocabulary journals.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• assessment question, notebook paper or index cards to create response cards

back
learning from mistakes playlist

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• What was the main cause for student mistakes on this question?
• Predict another way this question might be asked.
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Pick Up the Slip Up
PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Analyze three statements associated with a concept and make inferences about which two 
are true and which is inaccurate.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into thinking partners.
2. Students create A-B-C cards and place them on their desks.
3. Teacher presents three statements or examples: two are true/accurate and one is a “slip up” that represents a common

mistake students often make.
4. The teacher instructs students to:

• “Think!” (think about which statement is the slip up or mistake)
• “Hover!” (students hover their hand over their ABC cards showing they are ready)
• “1-2-3, Pick Up the Slip Up!” (students grab the letter of the slip up and hold it high)

5. Students justify slip up response with a thinking partner.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
7. Students summarize in writing what they learned and note how to avoid mistakes in the future.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Practice strategy with a simple example first; role play the hover movement; role play picking up the card that represents the
lie or slip up.
Allow students to preview the 3 statements; partner with a supportive peer; allow peer to re-read 3 statements a second
time.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• notebook paper, sticky notes, or note cards; 3-4 sets of Pick Up the Slip Up statements

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Infer how to rewrite one of the false statements into a true statement.
• Create/Develop your own Pick Up the Slip Up statements and play the game with a thinking partner.

back
learning from mistakes playlist
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Connect 4 Thinking
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Make connections between a concept or text and other words, ideas, or visuals.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Each student individually analyzes an assigned concept or text by making 4 different connections.

The 4 possible connections may include the following:
• synonym or antonym
• analogy or real-life connection
• quick sketch or visual
• example or non-example
• another term, concept, or text
• genre demands
• assessment item

2. Using Musical Mix-Freeze-Group, students share and compare their learning connections and add new ideas.
3. Teacher analyzes students’ connections and adjusts instruction as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Model Connect 4 Thinking with a simple concept as an exemplar.
Allow students to process the task with a supportive adult/peer; provide students with an idea/word bank, visual options,
and anchor charts.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Connect 4 Thinking handout (projected), notebook or chart paper

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Justify which connections help you understand and remember this concept best.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
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Total Recall
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Students recall academic content and the affective aspects they felt while 
learning the content.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Students fold notebook paper to create 4 quadrants and then complete 4 Total Recall tasks associated with the

lesson/unit content:
2. Section 1: list and describe 3 important words
3. Section 2: sketch 1-2 important visuals
4. Section 3: connect this new content with something you’ve learned in the past.
5. Section 4: draw an emoji representing how you felt while learning this content. (Happy face, confused face, sad

face, thumbs up, thumbs down, etc.)

6. Teacher collects students’ Total Recall responses and adjusts instruction as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:   safety    classroom mgmt  differentiation

Provide students with a model of an exemplar Total Recall.

Provide an idea/word/visual bank for each quadrant task; allow student to process task with a supportive peer/
adult; allow student to dictate ideas to a scribe.

Materials: 
• notebook

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Summarize your Total Recall ideas in 2-3 sentences.
• Compare the difficulty of these concepts with one previously learned.

back
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Choose and Chat
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Analyze and evaluate your understanding of a concept, text, process, or skill by choosing 
a response and chatting with a partner.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Students CHOOSE their response to a question:

• choose from a variety of assessment answer choices (inline choice, multiselect, multipart, multiple choice, drag and drop,
hot spot, etc.)

• choose a response symbol like plus (know it), check (know parts), minus (confused)
• choose a nonverbal response like thumbs up, sideways, or down

2. Students mingle while music plays then get a partner when the music stops.
3. Students CHAT with their partner justifying their response, symbol, or hand signal and help each other better understand

the content.
4. Teacher sees and hears the students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Role play appropriate mingling and ensure every student has a partner.
Allow students to preview the question/task, think through a response with a supportive adult, and use thinking stems to 
frame response.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• appropriate music,question(s) prepared for students to choose a response

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Summarize what you learned from the choose and chat conversation.
• Predict what type of activities would help students better understand this content.

back
movement and discourse playlist
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Pair – SQUARE – Share
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Generate ideas with a partner, then share and compare responses with another pair.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into pairs.
2. Student PAIRS work collaboratively to answer a Think It Up question, analyze an assessment item, summarize a vocabulary

word, analyze a visual, or respond to text.
3. Two pairs then form a SQUARE.
4. Student pairs SHARE their response to the question, task, or text.
5. Students may revise their original responses based on their discussions.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Model getting into pairs, then getting into squares.
Pairs work at their desks, but squares form around the perimeter of the room.
Pair with a supportive peer and allow them to use thinking stems.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• question or tasks prepared

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Compare/Contrast the two pair’s responses.
• Summarize in 1 sentence what you know better after the activity.

back
movement and discourse playlist
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Fact or Fib Showdown
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: Clarify misconceptions as students determine which statements are facts and which are fibs 
in a slap down game.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Assign each student a thinking partner.
2. Students create a FACT card and a FIB card and hold one in each hand.
3. Present students with a statement (fact or fib) relating to a concept, a word, a visual, or a text.
4. Allow students 5-8 seconds to infer if the statement is a FACT or a FIB.
5. Say, “One! Two! Three! Showdown!” and students slap down their response card.
6. Students then take turns justifying their response to their thinking partner.
7. Students pick up their FACT or FIB card and put it back in their hand.
8. Teacher clarifies/verifies the appropriate answer.
9. Repeat steps 3-8 with each statement.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play how to slap down answer cards in an appropriate way.
Provide response stem, “I slapped down FACT because ______”; pair with a supportive peer.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• 4-6 FACT or FIB statements (may include visuals); post-its or paper for FACT/FIB cards; Student Recording Sheet (optional)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Draw a conclusion about mistakes you corrected and what you learned.
• Create a one-minute paper summarizing what you learned from the game.

Adapted from Kagan Cooperative Learning

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
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Mystery Sequence/Re-sequence
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: Sequence, rank, or order a series of terms, concepts, or steps in a process and justify the 
sequence.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into groups of 2-4.
2. Provide each group one handout representing steps in a process, a sequence of events, important concepts, various visuals,

or multiple test questions in random, mixed-up order.
3. Students cut the handout into separate cards.
4. Students collaborate to Sequence the cards: sequence in chronological order, rank from most important to least important,

rank from ideas you know best to ideas you know least, etc.
5. Groups Re-sequence after instruction or consulting text.
6. The teacher sees and hears the students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Time Saver: Ask each group to create separate note cards for steps in an assigned process or sequence of events. Groups 
trade cards and complete the strategy.
Provide the first and last step in the process; allow supportive peer to read text aloud.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• handout with mixed-up steps, events, or concepts; or note cards if students create steps

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Summarize visually the sequence you learned by sketching each step.
• What is the cause/effect relationship when one card is removed from the sequence?

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
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Compare/Contrast Model
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Compare/contrast two different concepts, texts, visuals, or problems by collaboratively building a 
tactile-visual model.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into triads and provide each group a set of materials:

• 2 white plastic dessert plates (optional)
• 6 purple plastic dessert plates
• 6 red plastic dessert plates

• 6 blue plastic dessert plates
• 1 black erasable marker (1 for each)
• Sanitizing wipes

• OPTION: use sticky notes on each plate instead of writing on plates
2. Each group member gets 2 plates of each color.
3. WHITE: Students write the two topics being compared.
4. PURPLE: Students take turns writing similarities.
5. BLUE: Students take turns writing differences for #1.
6. RED: Students take turns writing differences for #2.
7. Teacher clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
OPTION: Transfer model to writing by summarizing the most important ideas.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating. Sanitize plates and markers after activity.
Practice first by comparing 2 fast food restaurants; facilitate students taking turns.
If using paper plates, write ideas on post-its so plates can be re-used.
Collect groups’ best purple/blue/red ideas to create a final model for student journals.
Provide an idea bank and partner with two supportive peers; allow students to preview topics and strategy with a supportive 
adult.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• one baggy of materials per group; 2 items to compare

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Write a summary of the best similarity, the best difference for topic #1, and the best difference for topic #2.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
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Odd One Out
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Compare/contrast four visuals, assessment questions, words, characters, historical figures, etc., 
to determine which is Odd One Out and justify your thinking.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Provide each student with the Odd One Out handout reflecting 4 words, visuals, characters, historical figures, etc.
2. Student pairs collaborate to summarize the importance of each word/visual/text and teacher clarifies/verifies.
3. Students individually compare the words/visuals/texts and select one that is Odd One Out:

• has an attribute the other 3 do not have
• is missing an attribute the other 3 do have
• is a completely different category than the other 3

4. Musical Mix-Freeze-Group to get a new thinking partner and share/compare.
5. Ask students to select a different word/visual as Odd One Out.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Allow for more than 1 response as Odd One Out if justification is logical.
Provide description of each word/visual; allow students to work with a supportive peer; allow students to preview strategy or
review word/visuals prior to lesson with a supportive adult.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Odd One Out handout copied or projected; notebook paper (if handout is projected)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Cut 4 words/visuals apart and sequence them in order of importance or chronology.
• Select one square and predict how this information might be assessed.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

(adapted from Keeley’s Science 
Formative Assessment)

back
extending thinking playlist
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Focused Listing
PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Students collaborate to develop a comprehensive list of words, visuals, etc. associated with 
the major visuals, subclusters, or texts in a unit.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Post chart paper around the room with the major visuals, subclusters, or texts from a unit.
2. Organize students evenly among the posters and provide each group a colored marker.
3. Groups collaborate to list as many related words, visuals, events, characters/people, examples, main ideas, etc.
4. At the teacher’s signal, groups revolve to a new poster and review the previous group’s ideas by:

• ü  placing a check mark beside ideas they agree with
• ---  striking-through any ideas that are mistakes or faulty connections
• ?    adding a question mark with a bubble asking clarifying questions
• ….  adding new bulleted ideas to the list as appropriate

5. Repeat step 4 until each group has visited each chart.
6. Original groups analyze the other groups’ comments on their poster then complete a 1-minute verbal summary of the main

ideas.
7. Students write what they learned about each topic in a graphic organizer or in their journals.
8. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies additions, confirms strikethroughs, and answers questions as

appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Assign students to move to a poster, 1 group at a time; clearly model the revolution pathway; and have a clear signal when 
students should revolve to the next poster.
Allow students to preview the questions, words, visuals, etc. with a supportive peer/adult; provide a bank of ideas.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• chart paper with different questions, words, visuals, etc.; markers (different color for each group)

back
learning from mistakes playlist

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Make a connection between 3 of the posters. How are they
related?

• Evaluate all the posters and justify one word as the most
important for each topic.
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Make the Case
PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Defend or prosecute answer choices as incorrect (guilty) or correct (innocent).

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Present students with an assessment question. (Assessment questions may be traditional multiple choice or a STAAR 2.0

items.)
2. Organize students into groups of 4 and allow them time to analyze the question:

• Analyze the visual stimuli (or genre): If this visual could talk, it would tell me _______ .
• Analyze the vocabulary: three important words in the question are _______, _______, and _______ because ______.
• Analyze the topic (TEKS Cluster or Subcluster): This question is mainly about _______.

3. Assign each student a potential answer choice.
4. Students huddle together with their answer choice group in different corners of the room to determine if their answer choice

is ...
• Correct or “innocent” by explaining why it is the correct response OR
• Incorrect or “guilty” by explaining why their answer is the incorrect response

5. Students return to their home group and have 1 minute each to Make their Case by prosecuting guilty/wrong answers and
defending innocent/correct answers.

6. Students deliberate and come to consensus about which answer is innocent (correct).
7. The teacher sees and hears the students’ defense or prosecution arguments and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
8. Students summarize what they learned, sketch a related visual stimuli, and note how to avoid mistakes in the future.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Practice with a simple question first; role play getting into groups; model how to Make the Case verbally.
Allow students to partner with a supportive peer/adult to preview the question; provide a written response students can
read when Making the Case in home group.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• assessment question

back
learning from mistakes playlist

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Predict which answer choice most students may have mistakenly
chosen and how this error could be avoided.

• Infer which errors were careless mistakes and how to correct them.
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Show and Tell and Teach
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Students provide evidence that they understand a concept by showing, telling, and teaching a 
friend how to answer an assessment question aligned to the assigned concept.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into pairs and assign each a letter: A or B.
2. Provide students with 2 assessment questions on the same assigned concept. (Assessment questions may be traditional

multiple choice or a STAAR 2.0 items.)
3. SHOW and TELL: Partner A SHOWS partner B three important parts of the question:

• SHOW 3 important words and TELL what they mean and why they are important.
• SHOW where the visual is (or genre) and TELL why it is important by completing this sentence 4-5 times: “If this visual (or

genre) could talk, it would tell me _____.”
• SHOW and TELL what the question is about and how you would start.

4. TEACH: Partner A TEACHES partner B how to answer the question:
• Teach how to answer the question by verbally explaining it step-by-step.
• Teach why the correct answer is the best by justifying the response.
• Teach one learning mistake to be careful to avoid when answering questions like this.
• After partner A has finished, partner B may ask questions, challenge a response, or add value to what partner A said.

5. SWITCH ROLES: Partner B now completes a Show and Tell and Teach with problem #2 by completing steps 3-4.
6. Teacher clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play (fishbowl) steps 3-5 with a student before asking students to complete the strategy on their own.
Allow students to use their notes and vocabulary journals; provide sentence stems for each step to get students started with
their Show and Tell and Teach tasks.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• 2 assessment questions over the same concept, project Show and Tell and Teach template for students to follow

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Draw a conclusion about this concept. What is easy to understand? What parts of this concept are confusing?
• Compare/Contrast the 2 questions. How are they the same? How are they different?

back
evidence of learning playlist

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

NEW
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Tabletop Tweet
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Communicate your understanding of content by describing, sketching, and summarizing what 
you learned.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Using 140 characters or less, students describe what they learned.
2. Students then create a graphic, diagram, or quick sketch to capture the big idea.
3. Students then summarize what they learned with a hashtag phrase.
4. Students crush their tweet and toss it across the room.
5. Students pick up a random tweet and add one more idea in the re-tweet box.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and adjusts instruction as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play the appropriate way to crush and throw the Tabletop Tweet.
Allow students to process the task with a supportive peer/adult; provide students an idea/word bank; allow students to 
dictate ideas to a scribe.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Tabletop Tweet handout (printed or projected), notebook paper

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Compare/Contrast the Tabletop Tweet to a real tweet. What changes would you make it this was a REAL tweet?

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
evidence of learning playlist
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Notable Quotables
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Students collaborate to answer a complex question or summarize a concept in writing as 
a “notable quotable” they share with others.

Step-by-Step Instructions
ROUND 1
1. Students stand up and mix around the room as music plays until the teacher says, “FREEZE!” Students get a partner.
2. Students take turns verbally answering the question or summarizing the concept the teacher has assigned.
3. Students COMBINE their two verbal summaries to create a written Notable Quotable on an index card.
ROUND 2
4. Students mix around the room a second time as music plays until the teacher says, “FREEZE!”
5. Student form new groups of 4 this time and each reads his/her Notable Quotable card.
6. Students vote on which Notable Quotable is the most complete and profound using an applause-o-meter (clap for the quote

you think is most complete; have a “clap-off” if there is a tie; quote with most claps is the winner).
ROUND 3
7. Students mix around the room a third time as music plays until the teacher says, “FREEZE!”
8. Students form new groups of 6-8 and each reads his/her Notable Quotable card.
9. Students vote on which Notable Quotable is the most complete using an applause-o-meter (see Step 6).
10. Groups read the winning cards and the class votes on the one that is the most complete using a final applause-o-meter.
11. Students write the best response in their journals as a reminder of the learning.
12. Teacher clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play ways to combine verbal summaries into written summaries and demonstrate how to evaluate responses using 
applause-o-meter.
Provide a word/idea bank, sentence stem to get them started, or visual support to remind students of the concept.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• concept, process, visual, or genre demand (reading) students will summarize; index cards

back

NEW

movement and discourse playlist

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as 

evidence of learning

• Connect this concept, process, visual, or genre
demand to another concept; explain the connection
in 1-2 sentences.
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Think and Throw
PURPOSE – Movement and Discourse: Analyze, summarize, defend, share, and evaluate a response to a question.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Students anonymously answer an assessment question, respond to a Think It Up question, complete a one-minute paper,

create a visual, or respond to text.
2. At the teacher’s signal, students crumple response into a snowball and throw it.
3. Students pick up and toss three more snowballs.
4. Students pick up a fourth snowball, form groups of 3-4, and share responses.
5. Student groups evaluate responses and select the one that is the best.
6. Teacher allows 3-4 “winning” responses to be read aloud.
7. Teacher clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety  classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Role play appropriate and inappropriate crushing and throwing so students clearly understand behavior expectations.
Any student without a snowball at the end may partner with a friend and share.
Provide students with a response/thinking stem as appropriate, an idea/word bank, or allow students to dictate their 
response to a scribe.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• notebook paper, question, or one-minute paper prompt prepared

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Compare your response to one that was read aloud and either justify why your response is stronger or revise your
response to be more complete and profound.

back
movement and discourse playlist
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Stop, Plop, and Roll
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: During a reading assignment (in any subject area), students participate in an interactive game 
to better comprehend what they are reading.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into thinking partners.
2. One student reads a short section of text aloud to their partner (paragraph or page).
3. The other student rolls the die and verbally responds to the correlating question on the Stop, Plop, and Roll game board,

focusing only on the one paragraph or section that was just read. The reader may add value to the roller’s response as
appropriate. NOTE: Students DO NOT write their answers at this point; they only respond verbally.

4. Switch reader/roller roles and repeat step 2-3 until the reading is completed.
5. Students roll one last time and perform the task focusing on the WHOLE TEXT and record their response in writing.
6. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Allow students to roll the die 5 times to “get it out of their system” before the strategy.
Be specific on how much text each student reads aloud before they Stop, Plop, and Roll.
Provide accessible text (e.g., audio recording, assistive technology) and partner with a supportive peer.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• dice (1 for each pair); Stop, Plop, and Roll game board projected; reading assignment

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Summarize the main ideas of the text by writing the 5 important words.
• Write a one-sentence summary of the text and compare with a friend.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
rehearsal and practice playlist
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Vocabulary Pyramid Game
PURPOSE – Rehearsal and Practice: Give clues, make inferences, and draw conclusions about important words.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Create the Vocabulary Pyramid Game using the game template provided.
2. Organize students into thinking partners and assign each a role: A or B.
3. Student A gives clues about the word revealed.
4. Student B guesses the word from the clues.
5. When B guesses correctly, A pops up his/her hand and says, “Woo Hoo!”
6. Teacher reveals the next word in the game after hearing 7-8 “Woo Hoos!”
7. Student pairs continue giving clues and guessing until all words are guessed.
8. Teacher notices which words the majority of students place in the COLD category and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Practice with candy bar words or soft drinks before playing with academic content.
Allow use of vocabulary journals or notes; provide vocabulary graphic organizers or other visual supports; provide clues; 
allow students to review vocabulary with a supportive adult/peer before playing the game.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Vocabulary Pyramid Game created using words and visuals (game template provided)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Can the words be classified or categorized in any way?
• Select the 2 most difficult terms and create analogies connecting each to something you are familiar with.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
rehearsal and practice playlist
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Connect the Dots
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Make connections among four different visuals, terms, assessment questions, events, texts, 
historic figures, or characters.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into groups of two or three.
2. Project the Connect the Dots handout representing four different visuals, terms, assessment questions, events, texts, historic

figures, characters, etc.
3. Students make connections between the two ideas at the end of each arrow: relationships, similarities, differences.
4. Student pairs share their ideas with another pair and add to their original ideas.

Idea: 1st connection – teacher models. 2nd connection – teams make. 3rd connection – pairs make. 4th connection – individuals
make.

5. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Practice with candy example before using with academic content.
Project the Connect the Dots handout and students re-create on notebook/chart paper.
Provide an idea bank, pair with a supportive peer, and use manipulatives as the 4 dots  
for a 3-D Connect the Dots activity.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply
for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices,
2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Connect the Dots handout, notebook or chart paper, markers (if handout is projected)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• What conclusions or generalizations can you draw about the ideas on all four dots?

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
extending thinking playlist
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Idea Shuffle
PURPOSE – Extending Thinking: Generate an idea from a specific question, then students trade cards, and rate.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Teacher presents the class with a constructed response assessment question or a Think it Up question.
2. Students anonymously respond to the question on a note card.
3. Idea Shuffle:

• Trade: Students stand up and mix around the room trading cards at least 5 times.
• Read:  Students carefully read the card they have.
• Rate:  Students evaluate the response by rating the card on the back:

• 3 = excellent! (well-written, great thinking!)
• 2 = good! (makes sense, good thinking)
• 1 = getting there! (good start but needs a little more work)

4. Repeat 3 rounds of Idea Shuffle so students read/rate 3 cards.
5. After the third round, ask students to add all three ratings for a total.
6. Students read 3-4 examples that scored 8-9 points so students see/hear good examples.
7. Teacher sees and hears students’ responses and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Model trading 5 times, reading, and rating. Provide examples of scores 3, 2, 1.
Allow students to preview question; write response with a supportive peer/adult; allow use of response/thinking stem; 
allow students to dictate a response to a scribe. 

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• question, note cards

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Apply what you learned by rewriting your original response.

back
extending thinking playlist
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Presto – Chango!
PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Magically change a multiple-choice question into an open-ended, short constructed 
response item to deepen thinking and to correct learning mistakes.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Select a troublesome assessment question from a previous assignment or quiz. (Assessment questions may be traditional

multiple choice or a STAAR 2.0 items.)
2. Students fold paper to hide the answer choices.
3. Students place a note card beneath the stem and Presto – Chango! the question has transformed into a constructed response!
4. Student pairs collaborate to write the best response including the step-by-step process used to answer in narrative, short

answer form (include text evidence in ELAR/SLAR).
5. Teacher provides a model response and encourages various ways to solve/answer.
6. Pairs then collaborate to change the original item into another STAAR 2.0 assessment format such as multipart, multiselect,

text entry, match table grid, inline choice, hot spot, equation editor, etc.
7. Pairs trade responses with another pair, compliment thinking, and coach mistakes.
8. Teacher sees/hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Before participating, model several positive exemplars of correctly written responses in narrative form so students clearly
understand the task.
Be sure to select a multiple-choice question that is appropriate for an open-ended response, i.e. the answer choices are not
an integral continuation of the stem.
Allow students to process questions with a supportive adult/peer, allow students to dictate responses to a scribe, and allow
students to sketch visuals as well as written responses.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• multiple-choice question, note cards or folded notebook paper

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Summarize a mistake or misconception that was corrected during the activity.

back
learning from mistakes playlist
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Rock and Roll Item Review
PURPOSE – Learning from Mistakes: Analyze complex test questions in six different ways to determine mistakes in content and 
thinking.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Organize students into thinking partners and provide each pair with a die.
2. Present students with several assessment items. (Assessment questions may be traditional multiple choice or a STAAR 2.0

items.)
3. Student pairs take turns rolling the die and analyzing the item based on the task associated with the number rolled:

• 1 = state the concept or big idea of the item (which TEKS cluster or subcluster aligns to this item?)
• 2 = explain the importance of the visual/genre
• 3 = communicate your plan for answering
• 4 = select the worst answer choice (justify)
• 5 = determine the distractor (justify)
• 6 = determine the correct answer (justify)

4. Students continue rolling the die until they have completed all the activities for each assessment item assigned.
5. Teacher sees and hears students’ thinking and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.
6. Students summarize what they learned in writing and note how to avoid mistakes in the future.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Allow students to roll the dice 5 times each to “get it out of their system.”
Role play with a simple, fun question first; roll dice on textbooks to minimize noise.
Allow students to preview the question; pair with a supportive peer/adult to think through responses; give students only 
2 answer choices to choose from on #4, #5, #6.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• assessment question(s), dice, Rock and Roll Item Review handout (projected)

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Predict how to avoid a careless mistake over this concept.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
learning from mistakes playlist
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One Minute Paper
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Summarize learning through a quick writing activity.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Teacher asks students to summarize the ideas, concepts, skills, and processes they learned by writing for approximately 1-3

minutes.
2. Students may write a paragraph, a bulleted list, or create a graphic organizer.
3. Students share their One Minute Paper using the movement and discourse strategy Think and Throw.
4. Students huddle into small groups, share papers, and read out 2-3 of the best.
5. Students submit their One Minute Paper as an exit ticket.
6. Teacher evaluates students’ responses and adjusts instruction as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Hand sanitize before and after participating.
Provide students a sample of a well-written One Minute Paper as an exemplar.
Model how to crush their papers, throw 3 “snowballs,” and huddle with a group.
Provide students a word bank to include in their paper; allow students to process ideas with a supportive adult/peer; allow
students to dictate response to a scribe.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• notebook paper

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Draw a conclusion about why this information is important.

back
evidence of learning playlist
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3-2-1 Summary
PURPOSE – Evidence of Learning: Summarize learning and think deeply about content.

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Students write 3 things they learned.
2. Students write 2 examples, applications, or inferences about what they learned.
3. Students write 1 question or draw 1 conclusion about what they learned.
4. Students turn in their 3-2-1 Summaries as an exit ticket.
5. Teacher evaluates students’ 3-2-1 Summary responses and clarifies/verifies as appropriate.

Helpful Hints:     safety      classroom mgmt      differentiation     «staar 2.0 connections

Model a 3-2-1 summary over a different topic so students have an exemplar.
Provide students with an idea bank for each section; allow students to dictate responses to a scribe; provide thinking stems
to frame responses.

« This strategy may help students COMPREHEND, CONNECT, and COMMUNICATE content deeply for STAAR 2.0 thinking if they
are provided opportunities to 1.) make and justify choices, 2.) create and use stimuli, and/or 3.) think, talk, write.

Materials: 
• Optional: 3-2-1 Summary handout (projected), notebook paper

Think It Up
choose a Think It Up question as an exit ticket or a journal entry as evidence of learning

• Share your summary with another student and add one new idea to any section.
• Get a partner and apply what you know to help answer each other’s 1 question.

templates available at
lead4ward.com/playlists

back
evidence of learning playlist
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Sentence Frames - Varying Thinking Stems

______________________ occurs more/less frequently than __________________________.

______________________ is/is not important because _______________________________. 

ocurre, con más/menos frequencia

es/no es importante

The information from ________________________ tells me that _______________________.

Based upon ____________, I believe___________ is more/less important than _________.

información, informe

basado/ a en, es más/menos importante

After a careful analysis of ____________ I can state with certainty that ______________.

I analyze/interpret the information to mean______________ due to _________________.

análisis, con certeza

información, interpreto, analizo

A
na
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 &
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te
rp

re
t        

              
    

_____________________________________ is an example of ___________________________.

I use ______________________________________ when I _______________________________.

ejemplo

uso

I used ___________________________________ to determine that ______________________.

When I solve this problem, I need to know _______________ and _____________________.

determinar

problema 

A possible result of __________________________________ is ___________________________.

____________________________________________ is another instance where this applies.

posible, resultado

instancia, aplica

A
pp

ly
   

   
   

 

The cause of ____________________is/ was _________________ because __________________.

The effect of _________________ is/was _________________ because _____________________.

causa

efecto

There are/were many causes for ____________________ including ______________________.

There are/were many effects of __________________________ including _________________.

causas incluyendo

efectos incluyendo

The cause(s) of _________ was/were __________, and the effect(s) was/were ___________.

The most significant cause of ____ is/was ____ and the most significant effect is/was ____.

causas efectos

causa significativa/efecto
significativo

C
au

se
 &

 E
ffe

ct
                 

_________________ is  similar to/different from ________________ because ________________.

The difference between ___________________ and __________________ is ________________.

similar, diferente

diferencia

The characteristics of _________________  are similar to/different from ___________________.

One distinction between __________________ and ___________________ is ________________.

caracteristicas, similares

distinción entre

While __________________ and _________________ are similar, ___________________ is distinct.

In this circumstance, it is clear that ________________ and ______________ are comparable.

similar, distinto

en esta circunstancia, está 
claro que, comparable

   
   

 C
om

pa
re

 C
la

ss
ify

 &
 C

at
eg

or
ize

Cognate

Cognate

Cognate

Cognate
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I can create ____________________________________ with ____________________________________.

I would use _____________________________________________ to ______________________________.

crear

usaría

 I could demonstrate this by_______________________________________________________________.

A different way to design_____________________________________ is ___________________________. 

mostrar

diferente, diseñar

With what I know, I could create a ________________________________________________________. 

The way I would explain this to another kid is _______________________________________________.

crear

explicar

C
re

at
e 

 D
ev

el
op

I conclude _________________________ is correct/incorrect because __________________________.

I imagined _________________________, but now I think _______________________________________.

concluyo, correcto/incorrecto

imaginé

One conclusion I can make is ____________________________ because ________________________.

With this new information, I can now state  _________________________________________________.

conclusión

información

Based on my reflection, I conclude ________________________ because ______________________.

_______________________ is significant/reasonable in this case because ______________________.

Basado en,  la reflexión, 
concluyo 

significativo, en este caso, 
razonamiento

 D
ra

w
 C

on
cl

us
io

ns

It is my opinion that _______________________ is a good/bad idea because____________________.

My evaluation is that ______________________ is important because __________________________.

opinión, idea

evaluación, importante

In my opinion, I believe that ____________________________ because__________________________.

The importance of _____________________________________ is _________________________________.

opinión

importancia

As my evaluation of ________________________ concluded it is evident that ___________________.

After careful analysis, I can say that  __________________ has value because  _________________.

evaluación, concluido, 
evidente 

análisis, tiene valor

Ev
al

ua
te

While there are exceptions, I can generally say this information tells us that __________________.

Frequently_________________ is/are ______________ because they are/it has___________________.

generalmente

frecuentemente

According to [the text/information], you can generally say _________________________________.

Most of the time _______________________. I believe that because ___________________________.

De acuerdo con el [texto,  
información], generalmente

You can generally say the more/less___________________, the more/less ______________________.

I believe, based upon ________________________, that generally ______________________________.

generalmente

basado/ a en, generalmente

G
en

er
al

ize
Cognate

Cognate

Cognate

Cognate
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The book/text says ___________________________, so I think ___________________________________.

It appears that _______________________________ because ___________________________________.

texto

aparece

One piece of evidence that informs my decision is _________________________________________.

The text stated _____________________________, which is why I think ___________________________.

La evidencia que, informa, 
decisión

texto 

Although not explicitly stated, I can infer _________________________because_________________.

The evidence indicates _______________________________because____________________________.

explícitamente, puedo inferir

evidencia, indica

In
fe

r

This reminds me of ________________________________________________________________________.

Another example of  __________________________________ is _________________________________. otro, ejemplo

____________________________________ is similar to this because ______________________________.

_______________________________________ reminds me of ____________________________________.

similar

The main connection between _____________________ and ________________ is  _______________.

_____________ and _____________ are related in at least two ways, ___________ and ___________.

conexión/relación 

relacionados

M
ak

e 
C

on
ne

ct
io

ns

I predict/estimate ___________________ because__________________ is/are_____________________.

I think ____________________ will repeat because ___________________ is/are ___________________.

predigo

repito

I predict/estimate ____________________. My reasons for this include__________________________.

In my opinion, _______________________ will happen next because ___________________________.

predigo , las razones, incluyen

en mi opinión

In light of _____________________________________, I predict __________________________________.

In consideration of the text/information given, I believe ____________________________will occur.

predigo

en consideración a/al, texto, 
información

Pr
ed

ic
t E

st
im

at
e

_______________________________ happened before/after ___________________________________.

The order of events begins/terminates with _________________________________________________. orden de eventos, termina

A vital step in the process is __________________________ because ____________________________.

Considering ________________________, it is not a surprise that ______________________ occurred.

vital, proceso

considerando que, sorpresa, 
occurió

It would be important to ____________________________ before/after _________________________.

If all the steps are complete, _____________________________________________________ will occur.

importante

completos, ocurrirá

Se
qu

en
ce

 /
 O

rd
er

Cognate

Cognate

Cognate

Cognate
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It’s important to remember ________________________________________________________________.

Three important points, ideas, or actions are _______________________________________________.

importante

tres, ideas importantes, acciones

 It is essential to know ______________________________________________________________________.

The most important part is ___________________________ because ____________________________.

esencial

parte más importante

After _______________________________, I now understand ___________________________________.

The most significant thing I learned today is ________________________________________________. significante

Su
m

m
ar

ize

Cognate
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